Specification TableSubject AreaStatisticsMore specific subject areaExtreme Value TheoryType of dataCSV text files, tablesHow data was acquiredMonte Carlo approximation via CINECA supercomputing facility (Galileo cluster). The software has been developed in C++ over MPI/OpenMP frameworks.Data formatRaw and aggregatedExperimental factorsThe statistical testing procedures have been applied to synthetic time traces generated from known distributions. The process has been repeated several times collecting the test results.Experimental featuresThe statistical tests results have been aggregated to obtain the statistical power estimation.Data source locationCINECA, Segrate (MI), ItalyData accessibilityFull raw dataset: <https://doi.org/10.17632/hh2byrbbmf.1>Data in aggregated form are presented in this paper.**Value of the data**•The dataset described in this paper provides an estimate of the statistical power of Goodness-Of-Fit (GoF) tests performed on Extreme Value distributions.•Several fields can benefit from the availability of this dataset, especially where it is necessary to select a proper sample size for the execution of GoF tests.•The statistical power data have been computed on a *case 0* scenario (also called *external validation*), i.e. when the samples used to perform the test are a different set with respect to the samples used to estimate the reference distribution.•The Monte Carlo approximation used to compute the statistical power has been performed on a very large number of sample ($10^{9}$) to guarantee a high level of accuracy of the results.

1. Data {#sec1}
=======

The dataset described in this paper provides an estimate of the statistical power of Goodness-Of-Fit (GoF) tests. Its analytical calculation is in fact usually not easy: for most of GoF tests a closed form expression does not even exist. This estimation is necessary to properly select the sample size for testing procedures, thus reducing the type-II errors, i.e. the inability to reject the null hypothesis when it is actually false. The availability of this dataset can be advantageous for several fields, where the selection of the sample size is often performed with empirical procedures and where the results are often interpreted in a too optimistic view [@bib1]. The GoF tests aim at identifying the deviation of data samples from a given distribution. However, if the test is not able to identify such null hypothesis violation, nothing can be stated and the statistical power becomes the only quantitative value that gives us the test result reliability information. The GoF tests have not been studied in *case 0* scenario (called also *external validation*) for EVT distributions, i.e. when the samples used to perform the test are a different set w.r.t. the samples used to estimate the reference distribution. In particular, to the best of our knowledge, quantitative information of only *case 3* scenarios is available in literature [@bib2], while no *case 0* power analysis for such distribution classes is available in literature. This dataset wants exactly to fill this gap.

The statistical power computation has been performed with Monte Carlo approximations on a very large number of samples ($10^{9}$). This guaranteed a high level of accuracy of the results. This, together with the external validation scenario, is an interesting feature for recent applications of the EVT. One of the possible use-case of this dataset is *probabilistic real-time computing* [@bib3], where EVT is used to estimate the probabilistic Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) of the computer tasks. In this scenario, the confidence level of the statistical test is critical. A false-negative result may indeed lead to an under-estimation of the WCET, which may be unacceptable for the production system [@bib4]. This is the reason why we decided to build the statistical power dataset with the highest possible accuracy, enabling the selection of suitable sample size and ensuring a sufficient test result reliability [@bib5].

1.1. Hypothesis testing and statistical power {#sec1.1}
---------------------------------------------

In hypothesis testing, the null hypothesis ($H_{0}$) is rejected when the observed data strongly suggest that it is false, in favour to an alternative hypothesis ($H_{1}$). On the contrary, if the null hypothesis cannot be rejected, nothing can be inferred about the truthfulness of any hypothesis. The **statistical power** is defined as the probability to incur in a *Type II error*, i.e. the failure to reject the null hypothesis when it is actually false. This concept can be expressed with the following conditional probability: $P\left( \text{not}\ \text{reject}\ H_{0} \middle| H_{0}\ \text{is}\ \text{false} \right)$. This work presents the estimated statistical power of three Goodness-of-Fit (GoF) tests: Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) [@bib6], Anderson-Darling (AD) [@bib7], and Modified Anderson-Darling (MAD) [@bib8] for EVT distributions. Other common tests have been excluded, for example the Chi-Squared (CS) and Cramer-von Mises (CvM) test, because state-of-the-art works already showed that they have a lower statistical power with respect to KS or AD [@bib9], [@bib10].

Regarding the specific EVT case, the work of Heo et al. [@bib2] estimated the AD and MAD test critical values and power, by using a Montecarlo approach for GoF test of EVT distributions. The critical values were computed for a scenario where the model parameters to be tested were estimated from the same data used for the test. This scenario is commonly referred to as *Case 3*, i.e., the assumed distribution parameters are unknown. The *a priori* knowledge of the distribution parameters (*Case 0*) in fact, is not usually available for most of classical EVT applications. However, in some cases, e.g. the probabilistic real-time computing previously mentioned, we can easily increase the sample size, because getting new samples requires a low effort. For this reason, the *Case 0* can be applied, by drawing different independent samples for model parameter estimation and for model validation. This enables the possibility to perform the *external validation* that leads, in general, to the most stringent and unbiased test [@bib11].

Generally, statistical power estimations for *Case 0* are not representative of *Case 3* and vice versa. This makes the data provided with this paper extremely valuable, because they represent a highly accurate estimation of the GoF statistical power for the external validation scenario and EVT distributions.

1.2. Statistical power estimation {#sec1.2}
---------------------------------

The EVT distributions can be grouped under the Generalized Extreme Value distribution: $GEV\left( {\mu,\sigma,\xi} \right)$, where *μ* is the *location* parameter, *σ* is the *scale* parameter, and *ξ* is the *shape* parameter. The *location* and *scale* parameters determine the linear transformation of the standard GEV, while the *shape* parameter determines the distribution class. In this work, we explored all the three GEV classes as distribution references: a Gumbel distribution $GEV\left( 0,1,0 \right)$, a Weibull distribution $GEV\left( {0,1, - 0.5} \right)$ and a Fréchet distribution $GEV\left( 0,1,0.5 \right)$. For each of these distributions, the Goodness-of-Fit tests have been run on samples drawn from the other two GEV and from: a normal $N\left( 0,1 \right)$, a t-student $t\left( 10 \right)$, and a uniform distribution $U\left( {- 2,3} \right)$. The results for KS are shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, for AD in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, and for MAD in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Statistical powers of Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test.Table 1*G*~0~*G*~1~*α*Sample size (*n*)5010015020030040050075010002500*GEV* (0, 1, 0)*N* (0, 1)0.050.4331009250.8833477650.9916039510.9996150100.9999998741.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.1732214480.6434522230.9264262590.9906682810.9999697460.9999999771.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*t* (10)0.050.4022214460.8277730620.9757046240.9973206210.9999883830.9999999631.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*U* (--2, 3)0.010.1641242250.5812144390.8726396690.9722330020.9995002890.9999961100.9999999851.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.050.2867870740.7543499900.9628458020.9963465240.9999912500.9999999921.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, −0.5)0.010.0920076170.4422467780.7827906290.9447785940.9992924430.9999972450.9999999941.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.050.0619240520.8478658201.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, 0.5)0.010.0055062330.1736215530.9141484521.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.050.1098731470.2931536080.5494375250.7403088780.9437031120.9919591490.9992537840.9999995861.0000000001.0000000000.010.0299334820.1217088980.2804599020.4387557330.7812356670.9394185080.9882372860.9999326710.9999999211.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, 0.5)*N* (0, 1)0.050.8694881650.9999993151.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.4548858370.9988737000.9999999981.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*t* (10)0.050.7668013120.9997657590.9999999911.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.3592590130.9836405020.9999880150.9999999971.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*U* (--2, 3)0.050.3677747021.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.1398060080.7445665271.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, −0.5)0.050.9876574141.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.6326395001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, 0)0.050.0322997870.2310608180.5763555570.8523141650.9956338290.9999636850.9999999141.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.0031842890.0340693540.1738206250.4431836960.8926334500.9936138180.9998823861.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, −0.5)*N* (0, 1)0.050.2843704510.6293659180.8628091630.9536165720.9960031720.9997091020.9999842090.9999999901.0000000001.0000000000.010.1159529980.4095414190.6784584480.8547652340.9793838330.9977585180.9997910310.9999997231.0000000001.000000000*t* (10)0.050.2830913430.6166584360.8536604170.9487134380.9954023080.9996731020.9999847030.9999999991.0000000001.0000000000.010.1161205150.3999458760.6647168640.8441560280.9760877630.9972130160.9997264480.9999996880.9999999991.000000000*U* (--2, 3)0.050.8260746560.9988361020.9999986781.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.5642429410.9817998550.9999138870.9999997801.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, 0.5)0.050.7268686900.9936466890.9999513220.9999998721.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.4665627470.9545386840.9992329000.9999888131.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, 0)0.050.2009163780.6581181970.9072652880.9837824670.9998514470.9999995110.9999999991.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.0626186180.3411074700.7265743040.8996616980.9973342900.9999600320.9999997401.0000000001.0000000001.000000000Table 2Statistical powers of Anderson-Darling (AD) test.Table 2*G*~0~*G*~1~*α*Sample size (*n*)5010015020030040050075010002500*GEV* (0, 1, 0)*N*(0, 1)0.050.8988838790.9978528040.9999840660.9999999421.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.7183763050.9802961910.9994860720.9999938161.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*t*(10)0.050.9006084640.9962962070.9999256650.9999990761.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.7485720220.9777381080.9989905180.9999713070.9999999921.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*U*(--2, 3)0.050.8790392160.9966473260.9999627340.9999998071.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.6377421920.9668163800.9988715260.9999806740.9999999991.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, −0.5)0.050.5061935050.9888424590.9999998191.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.1565879270.6421287430.9863605660.9999938191.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, 0.5)0.050.6706560840.9224795050.9880327930.9987223040.9999936860.9999999891.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.4592819360.7810706680.9367977390.9866170020.9997111120.9999973350.9999999921.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, 0.5)*N* (0, 1)0.050.9997480361.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.9950806170.9999999631.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*t* (10)0.050.9995356261.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.9960145530.9999997661.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*U* (−2, 3)0.050.9989877290.9999999821.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.9946050430.9999977761.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, −0.5)0.050.9998245641.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.9509739311.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, 0)0.050.4960702450.8643909280.9859473940.9993964360.9999998741.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.2683557710.5708211000.8437108530.9687030090.9998179340.9999998751.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1,--0.5)*N* (0, 1)0.050.8834257660.9903178930.9993497000.9999625330.9999998981.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.8064350010.9753416060.9975699080.9998022650.9999991370.9999999981.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*t* (10)0.050.9530127990.9984892730.9999614590.9999991771.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.9167120520.9957292670.9998353550.9999948690.9999999941.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*U* (−2, 3)0.050.9999980301.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.9999947271.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, 0.5)0.050.9999976781.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.9999967581.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, 0)0.050.9989927820.9999989750.9999999991.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.9988807010.9999987931.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000Table 3Statistical powers of Modified Anderson-Darling (MAD) test.Table 3*G*~0~*G*~1~*α*Sample size (*n*)5010015020030040050075010002500*GEV* (0, 1, 0)*N* (0, 1)0.050.8673206430.9978989480.9999902140.9999999771.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.5886736740.9732452430.9994782670.9999958671.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*t* (10)0.050.7819416410.9856453030.9994843690.9999873930.9999999941.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.4915343880.9194038340.9935328360.9996785170.9999996681.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*U* (--2, 3)0.050.4350623670.8423167520.9815776150.9990154580.9999995941.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.1652845270.4857038190.8111721070.9620242300.9996740180.9999995551.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, −0:5)0.050.6459738950.9999956541.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.1090468920.9067909970.9999977981.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, 0:5)0.050.7918383710.9616753610.9946292720.9993818940.9999946510.9999999611.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.6317814280.8930994470.9762680160.9957866510.9999138940.9999988460.9999999901.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, 0:5)*N* (0, 1)0.050.9997368381.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.9650853150.9999999911.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*t* (10)0.050.9960041680.9999999981.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.9140972190.9999928941.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*U* (−2, 3)0.050.5597390860.9999999741.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.0858838470.8484609570.9999999461.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, −0:5)0.051.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.9484984291.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, 0)0.050.2699853580.8038160200.9846324760.9995648760.9999999721.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.0454453620.3155145150.7452738390.9589547760.9998735230.9999999651.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, −0:5)*N* (0, 1)0.050.8617949110.9870065800.9990234540.9999377940.9999998031.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.7747482420.9666730860.9962009750.9996434270.9999978900.9999999941.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*t* (10)0.050.9385971840.9975695750.9999257650.9999981850.9999999991.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.8953611870.9931898320.9996706950.9999872420.9999999921.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*U* (−2, 3)0.050.9999961441.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.9999910561.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, 0:5)0.050.9999975061.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.9999966361.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000*GEV* (0, 1, 0)0.050.9990284570.9999989931.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000000.010.9988934330.9999987400.9999999951.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.0000000001.000000000

1.3. Sensitivity analysis {#sec1.3}
-------------------------

Given the statistical power results of the representative test cases, we performed a sensitivity analysis on the sample size and the shape parameter *ξ* of the GEV distribution. The results are depicted in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, while the raw data are available in the dataset.Fig. 1Sensitivity plots for $\mathcal{G}_{0} \sim GEV\left( 0,1,0 \right)$.$\mathcal{G}_{1} \sim GEV\left( 0,1,0.5 \right)$Fig. 1

2. Experimental design, materials, and methods {#sec2}
==============================================

The analytical computation of the statistical power, and consequently the selection of the appropriate sample size, is usually not possible, due to the frequent lack of the *effect size knowledge*, i.e. the real characterization of the population\'s distribution from which the samples have been collected. Consequently, Munthen et al. [@bib12] studied the usage of Monte Carlo methods to select the sample size and determine the testing power. To this purpose, we need to define a set of tuples representing the test conditions. In particular, the Monte Carlo sampling is executed for every tuple $\left( {D,n,\alpha,\mathcal{G}_{1},\mathcal{G}_{2}} \right)$, where *D* is the statistic of the test under analysis, *n* is the sample size, *α* the level of significance, $\mathcal{G}_{1},\mathcal{G}_{2}$ are respectively the reference distribution with cumulative distribution function $F\left( x \right)$ and the empirical distribution with cumulative distribution function $F_{n}\left( x \right)$.

The statistics *D* for KS, AD and MAD test can be computed using their discretized forms [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15]:$$\left. D_{KS} = \underset{x}{\text{sup}} \middle| F_{n}\left( x \right) - F\left( x \right) \right|$$$$D_{A^{2}} = - n - \frac{1}{n}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left( {2i - 1} \right)\text{log}\left( {F\left( x_{i} \right)} \right) - \frac{1}{n}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left( {2n - 2i + 1} \right)\text{log}\left( {F\left( {1 - x_{i}} \right)} \right)$$$$D_{AU^{2}} = \frac{n}{2} - 2\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}F\left( x_{i} \right) - \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\frac{2n - 2i + 1}{n}\text{log}\left( {F\left( {1 - x_{i}} \right)} \right)$$

The critical values (line 8) are computed with the following closed form -- valid for $n > 30$ -- for KS test [@bib16]:$$\text{critical}\_\text{value}_{KS} = \frac{\sqrt{- \frac{1}{2}\text{log}\frac{\alpha}{2}}}{\sqrt{n}}$$

Instead, for (M)AD test no closed form is available because the critical value computation procedure strongly depends on $\mathcal{G}_{0}$. We performed a dedicated Monte Carlo estimation similar to the method used by Heo et al. [@bib2] to get (M)AD critical values. To double check, the resulting values have been used in the statistic comparison against data coming from $\mathcal{G}_{0}$ (i.e. when $H_{0}$ is true) and the tests failed to not reject $H_{0}$ with *α* probability, as expected by the definition of significance level.Algorithm 1Power estimation with Monte Carlo simulations.Image 1

The estimation algorithm is shown in Listing 2. For each scenario, the critical value is computed (line 2) and a large number of explorations *N* is performed (lines 3--10). Each time, we draw a sample from the reference distribution (line 4) and we check if the statistic *D* of the ecdf matches or not with the drawn sample, comparing it with the critical value (line 5). If the statistic value is higher than the critical value, then the sample is rejected (line 6), otherwise not (line 8). Finally, the ratio rejection over total samples provide us the statistical power (line 11). If the test is able to detect the differences between $\mathcal{G}_{1}$ and $\mathcal{G}_{2}$ we expect to get a value near 1 for this ratio. In this specific Monte Carlo simulation, the standard error of $power$ can be computed as [@bib17]:$$\sqrt{\frac{R\left( {N - R} \right)}{N^{3}}}$$where $R \leq N$ is the number of rejects (the accumulation variable of line 12). The standard error is decreasing when $\left. N\rightarrow\infty \right.$ and when $\left. R\rightarrow N \right.$, i.e. when statistical power approaches the maximum value 1.

The selected values for parameters of each Monte Carlo estimation are:•$N = 10^{9}$: number of Monte Carlo iterations;•*D*: the test statistics previously described;•*n*: the sample size. Exploring all the possible values would have increased in a non-sustainable way the computational effort required by the Monte Carlo simulations. Since the power test function is a non-decreasing function of *n*, we explored them easily selecting the following values: $n = \left( 50,100,150,200,300,400,500,750,1000,2500 \right)$;•*α*: the significance level. We studied the traditional values of 0.05 and 0.01.

The simulations ran on 4 nodes of CINECA supercomputing facility (GALILEO-A1 cluster, 2 x Intel Xeon E5-2697v4\@2.3GHz per node) for a total of 144 CPU cores. It took $\approx$ 13h for KS tests, $\approx$ 17.5h for AD test, $\approx$ 16h for MAD test.

Given the statistical power results of the representative test cases, we performed a sensitivity analysis on sample size *n* and shape parameter *ξ*. The power was obtained by using the same procedure of Algorithm 2, but reducing considerably the number of iterations *N*, in order to enable a fine-grain analysis with a sustainable computational effort. By exploring the integer sample size space and the real shape parameter space, the Monte Carlo simulations carry out a power matrix of sizes $\overline{\overline{\xi}} \times \overline{\overline{n}}$ (where $\overline{\overline{\cdot}}$ is the cardinality of the set of all the possible values of $\cdot$).
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